Razom means “together” in Ukrainian and serves as a constant reminder of the power of community. Razom creates spaces where people meet, partner and work together to unlock the potential of Ukraine. We maintain a relentless focus on the needs on the ground to support Ukraine and on opportunities to amplify voices from Ukraine in conversations in the United States. We operate in Ukraine as Razom Dlia Ukraini (Разом Для України) and we collaborate with organizations and individuals so that we can deliver the highest impact.

What started as a volunteer-driven organization during Ukraine’s Revolution of Dignity in 2014, is now a verified 501c3 with a donation pipeline upwards of $57 million, of which $38 million is already in the hands of people in Ukraine.

Following Russia’s full-scale invasion in February, Razom is focused on saving lives while continuing to build an independent and prosperous Ukraine.

How we’re doing it:

1. **Delivering Life-Saving Supplies:**
   point-to-point delivery of tactical medicine and communications support equipment, from manufacturer to the end-user

2. **Hospitals Program:**
   in-kind donations of medical equipment and supplies from around the world to hospitals in Ukraine

3. **Evacuations:**
   evacuation and repatriation of civilians to safe zones

4. **Grants Program:**
   direct support to grass-roots organizations in Ukraine who deliver food, supplies, and shelter to people in hot zones

5. **Advocacy:**
   advocating for public policies, business practices, and citizen support for Ukraine
Thanks to donors like you, as of July 13, 2022, we have spent $38,675,834 to further this work.

- **$11,819,968** Communications Equipment
- **$632,519** Vehicles
- **$1,432,043** Logistics & Evacuations
- **$3,067,437** Grants
- **$124,025** Advocacy
- **$21,461,059** Medical Equipment

**High level impact:**

- 428+ tons of medical equipment shipped to Ukraine
- 11 minibuses/trucks in Razom fleet with 13 drivers
- 278,600 km traveled inside Ukraine delivering aid to end-users
- Orders fulfilled for first responders, defenders, and hospitals
- 2,000+ volunteers worldwide
- 14 partnering organizations
- 98 grantees
- 500+ Rallies and Events
Delivering Life-Saving Supplies

Since the start of the war, Razom has been running a point-to-point delivery system for the medical, hospital, and communications supplies we procure and ship to Ukraine with your donations. This has made us particularly effective in ensuring humanitarian aid gets delivered to the end-user in Ukraine quickly. In warzones where every minute can be life or death, efficiency is everything. Razom runs warehouses in the US and Ukraine with deeply trusted and dedicated teams on the ground. We’ve engaged over 600+ volunteers at our warehouse in New Jersey who have built over 51,000 IFAKs, and have a team of 50+ in Ukraine who have processed 1,341 orders and traveled the whole of Ukraine 6.5 times over. This aid reaches first responders and defenders, as well as hospitals and field hospitals across the most in-need regions in Ukraine.

$21.4M+ value of tactical medicine and medical equipment procured:

- 62,248 IFAKs shipped to end-users in Ukraine
- 1,239 tactical medical backpacks delivered to Ukraine
- 1,230 hospital grade wound vacs delivered to Ukraine
- 1,000 one-time wound vacs procured with 500 dressings
- 1,080 intraosseous devices delivered to Ukraine
- 72 coagulators delivered to Ukraine
- 48 AEDs delivered to Ukraine
- 10 portable ultrasound devices procured

$11M+ value of tactical non-medical supplies:

- 1,289 drones delivered to Ukraine
- 1,327 tablets delivered to Ukraine
- 8,882 walkie talkies delivered to Ukraine
- 702 satellite phones delivered to Ukraine

$632k+ value of vehicles sourced for evacuation and transportation of civilians and defenders on the front lines:

- 34 pickup trucks
- 14 ambulances

The above is not an exhaustive list, nor does it indicate the supplies we’ve procured but have yet to ship.
Along with point-to-point delivery of high quality humanitarian aid, Razom is committed to ensuring that end-users are capable of utilizing it to its fullest advantage. Therefore we’ve established partnerships with MedGlobal, SMART Medical Aid, and our own veteran volunteer network to offer online and in-person trainings on how to best use our life-saving aid.

This includes:

---

In partnership with MedGlobal’s medical missions to Ukraine, we helped facilitate training for over **500 doctors** across **12 hospitals** in Ukraine totalling **80 hours of training**. All of the hospitals visited are receiving wounded civilians and military patients, some as many as 40 per day. Training topics covered polytrauma, triage, FAST exam, blast injury, how to operate butterfly ultrasounds, and how to prepare and act in case of chemical warfare.

---

In partnership with SMART Medical Aid, we recorded **masterclass videos of practical training in Basic Life Support** for Razom’s YouTube channel for wide public use.

---

In partnership with SMART Medical Aid, Razom hosted an open masterclass on first aid titled “**Let’s start our hearts together**” in Lviv and Dnipro.

---

Thanks to our strong volunteer network, we’ve also been able to train **500 drone operators**, each of whom went through **15 hours of theory training and 16 hours of practical training**.

---

In partnership with the Ukraine **Prosthetic Assistance Project**, we helped develop and disseminate a brochure that answers questions about available prosthetics and rehabilitation in Ukraine, as well as recommendations for victims and specialists. It’s estimated that hundreds of civilians and military personnel in Ukraine have suffered limb loss since the invasion.
Hospitals Program

Thanks to our donors and incredibly talented and determined volunteers in the medical field, we’ve been able to coordinate major in-kind donations of medical equipment and supplies from large nonprofit organizations, global health and disaster relief agencies, and hospitals and healthcare providers across US, Canada, and Europe.

This includes organizations like:

- MedGlobal
- Direct Relief
- FIGS
- americares
- Airlink
- CMMB
- MedShare
- LEDA
- UMass Chan Medical School
- Morristown Medical Center
- Kings County Hospital
- Elmhurst/Coney Island Hospital
- Speare Memorial Hospital (New Hampshire)

The total value of these in-kind donations is estimated to be over $10.3M. They included things like portable patient monitors, wound vats, x-ray machines, anesthesia machines, surgical supplies, forensic rape kits, antibiotics, scrubs, wheelchairs and walkers, among other supplies.

That’s not including our partners on the ground in Ukraine like Patients of Ukraine (Пациєнти України), Zdoravi, Ukrainian Catholic University in Lviv, Kyiv School of Economics, and Kryla Nadiyi, who help us distribute these hospital supplies to the most in-need regions in Ukraine.
Evacuations & Grants Program

In the early days of the war, Razom worked to evacuate civilians from active warzones to safer areas within Ukraine. During this period we evacuated **31 families**, totaling over **500 people** across **nine different regions** of Ukraine. Thanks to the “Dity My Vstyg nem” (Children We Will Make It) project launched back in 2021, we could focus on evacuating the most vulnerable populations like children suffering from SMA and other disabilities.

As the war continued however, the number of internally displaced people grew dramatically, which meant that humanitarian aid needs changed rapidly and would arise from many geographical points simultaneously. Grassroots initiatives and local orgs in Ukraine were responding most effectively to those needs, so Razom developed a Grant Program to vet and award funds to the most effective organizations to accelerate their impact. Most are based in areas **close to the front lines of the war or recently liberated areas** and focus on providing hard-to-reach populations with food, water, and basic necessities.

**Over 98 organizations have been vetted and approved for grants totalling $3.1M. Below is a snapshot of what just 13 of those organizations were able to accomplish in a couple of week’s time:**

- **674** volunteers involved in humanitarian response
- **61,579** product packets distributed
- **19,628** people who received medications
- **178** tons of humanitarian aid provided
- **13,953** hot meals served
- **1,014** people evacuated
- **935** people sheltered

Some of the homegrown organizations we support, with the mission to build a network of these institutions that can operate in a more prosperous Ukraine for the long term:

- **Building Ukraine Together (БУР/БУР)**
- **Mykola Pirogov First Volunteer Mobile Hospital (ПІДМІШ)**
- **Volonterska UA**
- **Ukrainian Charity Alliance Kharkiv (Благодійний Альянс Харків)**
- **Korsaks' Museum of Ukrainian Modern Art (МУЗЕЙ СУЧАСНОГО УКРАЇНСЬКОГО МИСТЕЦТВА КОРСАКІВ)**
- **Zarady Tebe**
- **Call of the Heart (З ПОКЛІКОМ У СЕРЦІ)**
- **Rescue Now**
- **First Ukrainian Association of Chefs**
- **TAPS Dnipro**
- **Yellow Help**
- **Teple Sertse**
Advocacy

Razom has mobilized its advocacy and public relations efforts, including building a team of young professionals to urge the public and lawmakers to support and supply Ukraine through government affairs, research, and outreach.

Here's some of the work the team accomplished since the start of the war:

- Opened an **office in Washington DC** and now has a permanent presence in the capital of the Washington, D.C.

- Organized **20+ protest rallies** in New York alone, with many cities across the US and the world joining in Razom’s initiatives.

- Held **60+ meetings** with senators, members of Congress, Congressional offices, and policy advisors and experts, and established think tanks.

- **$500k+ collected in donated digital online and print physical ad space** to urge the public to “support and supply Ukraine” and close work with renowned journalists such as Anne Applebaum to set up interviews in Ukraine and a number of Razom’s own texts published in various outlets, including a response to the New York Times’ Editorial Board.

- **12+ ethnic, religious, and human rights organizations represented** at our White House press conference where Razom announced the creation of an American Coalition of Ukraine in addition to regular coordination calls held with over a dozen national and regional Ukrainian-American advocacy groups.

- **Congressional briefing** held and sponsored by the Ukraine Caucus (and three more on the docket).

- **Dozens of one-pagers, memos, reports, pieces of legislation and presentations prepared** for Congressional offices and other advocacy partners.

- **SEC petition sponsored and activist efforts organized** to hold leaders and companies accountable for enabling the russian war machine.

- Consistent work with constituencies across the US over the past three months through social media, traditional media, phone banking, and a custom-built Razom Action Center to strengthen messaging for continuous support of Ukraine from the grassroots to the grassroots levels.
Thank you!